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singing plays the leading part in music education both in town
and country. From the various occasions on which I listened to
children singing in and out of school it was quite obvious that
there was a great shortage of qualified and competent teachers
of singing. However, these are being trained very fast, but some
years will be needed to make them experienced. Meanwhile,
great stress is being laid on the technique of singing. Children
are taught voice production, breathing, diction, rhythm, har-
mony and expression. The teacher has to become acquainted
with each pupil's voice during the first two and a half years of
its school life. In the younger classes the music lesson of forty-
five minutes is divided into two periods. The first twenty
minutes are for singing, and the second twenty-five minutes for
rhythmic work and musical appreciation.
Beginning with Class 2 (nine years), musical terms, staff
reading, and conducting are introduced. Talks and explana-
tions dealing with the musical and literary content of songs,
in order to connect music with general life, are part of the
course.
Beginning with Class 4 (eleven years), mutation is introduced.
Soviet educationists think that the opinion generally held that
boys, while their voices are changing, should not sing, nor even
speak loudly, is incorrect. In ordinary life, in their free time
boys sing and shout just as much at this period as at any other.
They claim that it has been proved in practice that boys can
sing without any harm provided the singing is restrained, and
for a very short period (five to seven minutes) and within their
compass. The importance of this lies in the fact that it will
prevent boys cutting themselves off from the class and losing
their musical skill. When the boys and girls have their lesson
together, they must sing together. The curtailment of actual
singing time for the boys is made up with reading, playing in
the orchestra, etc,
The care of th^ pupil's voice is one of the responsibilities of the
taidbar. He is asked to put a notice on the wall with the follow-
tfi (1) Don*t shout* or slug too long or too loudly;

